Discussion
Among the other, benzoxazoles and benzimidazoles possess interesting antifungal and antibacterial activity and constitute interesting objects for more effective antimicrobial agents studies [1] [2] [3] [4] . As an extension of our studies for novel drugs the searching for correlation between structure and affinity to the receptor was postulated. Since this correlation should be based on structural and electronic parameters derived from geometrical description of the molecule, the three-dimensional structures and conformations of all investigated molecules have to be known. This prompted us to solve the structure of title compound 1 as an indispensable material for molecular modelling of the remaining molecules belonging to this group of compounds [4] , In benzimidazole moiety, C(2)-N(3) bond of 1.303(3) Ä is formally treated as a double one but N(l)-C(2) equalling 1.360(2) Ä is shortened comparing to the single C-N bond. The Ν1-C2 bond [ 1.360(2) Ä] is longer than C2-N3 one [1.303(3) Ä]. It undoubtedly indicates different hybridisation of both nitrogenous confirmed by hydrogen atom localisation at Nl. All remaining bonds involving nitrogen's N1-C9 and N3-C4 also are averaging and possess bond lengths characteristic for aromatic molecules pointing at conjugation of bonds in those bicycled skeleton. The molecules are joined by Η bonds of Nl-Hla-N3 (0.5-x,-0.5-;y, z) with distance of 2.856(2) A forming molecules chain down y-axis.
In the molecule, mobile ethyl chain is linked with two trans situated cycles: planar benzimidazole and cyclohexyl in chair form. The C12-C11 bond is equatorial with respect to the ring in chair conformation. Due to ethyl chain flexibility from procedure of Random Search [5] nine variants of possible conformers for title molecule were found. It is notice worth that cyclohexyl ring possesses always chair conformation. Therefore for further structure-biological activity studies the main point will be the proper selection of the conformer being preferred in aqueous environment. 
